Thursday July 27
1000 - Registration open
1200 - Lunch
1600 – AFRS MoR On the Air
1600 - Black Market in Canteen
1630 - Officers and senior NCO meeting
2200 - AFRS Radio signs off

Friday July 28
0600 - AFRS On the air
0600 - Reveille / Free Breakfast
0800 - Assembly parade ground
0900 - Axis transported to field
0930 - Allies transported to field
1000 - Event goes tactical – Strada Partisan
1400 - End of Hostilities
1500 - Class: Command Ethics
1530 - Class: Acting for Reenactors
1600 – Class -Enigma
1600 - Black Market in Canteen
1930 - Dinner in Capitan - Smokey Bear Cafe
2200 - AFRS Radio signs off

Saturday July 29
0600 - AFRS On the air
0600 - Reveille / Free Breakfast
0800 - Assembly parade ground
0900 - Axis transported to field
0930 - Allies transported to field
1000 - Event goes tactical - Fiume Liri
1300 - Field Mess open at cafeteria
1400 - End of Hostilities
1500 - Class: German Drill
1530 - Class: German Pioneer
1600 - Black Market in Canteen
1730 - Show Battle for townspeople
1900 - BBQ at Field Kitchen
2200 - AFRS Radio signs off

Sunday July 30
0600 - Reveille / Breakfast
0700 - Field Mess open at cafeteria
0700 - AFRS Radio (FDR – The Fall of Rome)
0900 - Policing & KP
1200 - Dismiss – Event Close

MoR Code of Conduct

“The fine print you should remember.”

Official Schedule
MoR VII

NO reenactor will be permitted to exhibit the ideals of the Nazi
regime. No Period Politics. Despite historical correctness, at no time
will any reenactor use the Nazi party salute, only military salutes are
permitted. Flags, large pennants or vehicle recognition flags may not
contain the swastika. Simulation flags using the Balkan cross are
permitted.
When speaking to the public, reenactors will refrain from engaging in
conversations about Nazi politics.
When in character at MoR all reenactors will conduct themselves in
period military fashion; or if partisan appropriately as an Italian citizen
of the period.
Current members and veterans of any military and any war will be
treated with the utmost respect and courtesy.
All military courtesies will be afforded officers and NCOs, regardless
of branch of service, both Axis and Allied. The senior NCO or Officer
in a group is responsible for instruction and enforcement.
Reenactors will conduct themselves with chivalry and, as such, afford
appropriate courtesies to women, elders and properly guarded
enemy prisoners of war.
As a prisoner of war, reenactors will continue to conduct themselves
as such and afford enemy officers appropriate respect.
When in a public display, matters of a non-period nature will be kept
to a minimum. All non-period items will be kept out of public view.
Food will be consumed from and with period gear whenever possible.
Reenactors will not fire on unarmed combatants or civilians during
tacticals, show battles or displays.
Haircuts will be of 1940’s military style. Trimmed mustaches of period
length are permitted for officers but discouraged. No other facial hair
permitted except for partisans.
Under no circumstances will the personal addresses, telephone
numbers or e-mail addresses of any reenactor be given to anyone
outside of the association, except with the express permission of the
reenactor.
The consumption of alcoholic beverages will is permitted in
moderation and not permitted at any time during public displays,
tactical or events that include the handling of firearms.
No sidearms (handguns) at formal dinner functions.
Guide To Personal Photography
1. Always ask all persons in the photo if they wish to be
photographed.
2. Make sure your camera or phone is turned on, set the way you
want it, and ready to shoot before you approach the reenactor. Fiddle
with settings during your time, not theirs.
3. You think someone looks silly, and your wish is to humiliate them?
Shame on you and don't take that photo. If this is your goal, this is
not your event. Ever.

Welcome and thank you for joining us in what we
hope will be a fun, safe and memorable WWII
reenacting event.
You face two days of challenging battle and
camaraderie in the field. Since we are at a
higher altitude and we will have strenuous
fighting conditions please be sure to stay well
hydrated.
The event takes place over difficult terrain so trips,
falls and sprains can happen. There are also
poisonous snakes which are indigenous to the
area, please use caution.
For all questions and issues please come to the
registration tent. The event organizers can be
paged from registration as well.
Best regards, and safe fighting!
The MoR Management Team,
David Kumhyr & Aaron Seamster

Make sure to check
www.MarchOnRome.org for
the latest version!

Classes
- TBD

Camp Layout

OPORD
Strada Caesar- Friday Battle

See the schedule for timing.

SITUATION: Following orders from 5th (US) Army, XIII
Corps elements will effect a breech and minefield clearing
operation to allow forward movement of IV Corps units to
pass through and continue its pursuit of the enemy. XIII
Corps will provide security at the breech as well a movement
control of units moving through its sector as well as route
security at the breech.
IV Corps reconnaissance elements will pass through and
avoid contact with enemy elements to link up with Italian
resistance groups who will path find, these lead elements
back to IV Corps zone of operations.

REMINDERS

All follow on elements of IV Corps will pass through XIII
Corps zone and attempt link up with the tail of their
reconnaissance elements. Follow on IV Corps elements will
maintain a defensive posture and if engaged by German
elements will engage and destroy them as well as attempting
to continue forward offensive movement, through XIII Corps
zone

ABSOLUTELY NO LIVE AMMUNITION
ON SITE FOR ANY REASON
After unloading all non-period POVs WILL
be moved to the POV parking area,
no-exceptions.
While in camp remain in period, and
observe appropriate military
discipline.
By submitting my registration I agree I
have read and agree to abide by the
MoR Rules and the MoR reenactor
code of conduct.
Questions or issues - report to the
Administration Building.
The MoR Management Team,
David Kumhyr & Aaron Seamster

Fiume Liri - Saturday Battle
MISSION: Secure the Liri river valley and the bridge all the
way to the village of Piombinara.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: Small bands of Italian
partisans and deserters from the Italian Army are operating
in the area as guerrillas. Use caution as the loyalty of some
may not be assured.

Operation Liberator - Show Battle
SITUATION: G2 has intelligence provided by local Italian
partisans that the Axis force holding the village of St.
Tantone which is composed of a mixed Kampfgruppe of
fallschirmjager and regular German army to be relieved by
a Waffen SS Kampfgruppe.
MISSION: Secure the village of St. Tantone and liberate
any partisan prisoners prior to the start of reprisals. Detain
any violators of the Geneva Accords.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: A map of the operational area
obtained from the leader of the local partisans named
“Castoro” is attached. There is no guarantee of it's
accuracy. Members of the local partisan unit are currently in
the town and will assist.

